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PREFACE

As part of the original Sea Grant Program at ihe University of Washington,

severa1 facuity members with engineering or fisheries backgrounds were organized

into the Marine Acoustics Program, The goal of the program was to investigate

the use of hydr oacoustics for the assessment of fishery resources. Subsequently,

personnel of the program have made several significant contributions to the de-

velopment of hydroacoustic resource assessment techniques, including theoretical

studies, equipment development, and pioneering applications.

Since the Sea Grant Marine Acoustics Program has become widely recognized

as a center of expertise in the area of hydroacoustlc resource assessment,

personnel of the program are often contacted by other agencies for specific

applications. The two studies described in this pub'lication were conducted for

Southern California Edison and the State of California Marine Review Committee,

under the direction of Sea Grant Marine Acoustics Program personnel and using

Sea Grant equipment. The primary objective of both studies was to Investigate

the usefulness of hydroacoustic techniques for studying fish behavior around power

plant cooling water intakes.

The San Onofre study focused on the effects of the discharge; however, the

motivation for the study was a concern over the potential relationship between

thermal attraction and entrapment in the nearby intake. The purpose of such

studies is to develop techniques for understanding fish behavior around these

intakes, thus ultimately leading to siting and operational procedures that will

minimize the impact of these power plants on fish populations. Since the results

of these studies are of general interest, we decided to make them more widely

available through this Sea Grant publication.

The two applications of hydroacoustic techniques employ distinctly

different approaches. The San Onofre study was more conventional in that the

transducers were used in a down-looking mode from a moving vessel. I-lowever,

several modifications were made in response to the unique environment and

objective. The Redondo Beach st udy used an upwar d-looking transducer mounted

alongside the intake and one mounted alongs de a television camera on top of the

velocity cap of the intake. Using this fixed location mode, we were able to obtain

tremendous detail on the behavior of fish near the intake. Using the fran-ecting

mode, on the other hand, we obtained considerable information on The more wide-

scale effect of the power plant operation on the fish distribution, especially the



significant effect of the thermal discharge. Both studies demonstrate The
advantages and potential of using hydroacoustic techniques for quantitative
studies of f i sh di str ibution, abundance, and behavior .



OBSERVATIONS ON THE
BEHAVIOR OF FISH AROUND
THE COOLING WATER INTAKE
OF THE REDONDO BEACH  CALIFORNIA!
GENERATING STATION
R. Thorne

W. Acker
L. Johnson

ABSTRACT
Acoustic techniques were used to study the behavior of fish around the

cooling water intake structure of the Southern Cal ifornia Edison Generating
Stat ion at Redondo Beach, Ca I i fornia. The transducer was positioned on the
bottom near the intake and alongside a television camera atop the intake

structure. Considerable information was obtained on the diel behavior of

fish and on their response to the television camera lights.
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INTRODUCTION

Power plants with once-through cooling systems can impact fish populations
by entrainment of eggs ard lar vae and entrapment of larger f ish. The magnitude
of this impact is greatly affected by the behavior of fish and their interaction
with the cool ing water intake structure. Unfortunately, most techniques for
observation of fish behavior in the vicinity of intakes are very limited.

In July 1976, acoustic techniques were used in a study of fish behavior
the Southern Ca I i fornia Edison Generating Station at Redondo Beach, Ca I i fornia.

The purpose of 0he app'Iication was to investigate the utility of acoustic
techniques as an observational tool. Considerable informati on was obtained on
diel variations in fish behavior around the intake and on the response of fish

to artificial lighting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The acoustic system was basica I ly a standard commercia I echo sounder.

Al though this parti cui ar mode I, a 105-kHz Ross I aboratories 200 A, has been
integrated into a research system  Thorne et a'I, 1972!, only The convent iona I

graphic display was used for the analysis. A pulse length of 0.6 msec was used
dur ing most of the study. The transducer was connected with the echo sounder by
a 400-ft, twisted pair, shielded cable so that it could be readily placed at

various locations around the intake. The transducer was nominally 26o full-

angle  Figure I.I! and was used at three locations during the study  I igure 1.2!.
The first two locations were bottom-mounted, upward-looking at 25 and 15 ft from

the int ke. In addition, the transducer was mounted on a television camera

which was located atop the intake structure  Figure 1.3!. The television camera

was an Ocean/Eye 1000 A-0-F-I-N. Axis of the transducer and camera were aligned

and were capable of 360 pan and tilt. A 500-watt Thallium iodide lamp with a

high-intensify reflector was used for night observation with the camera. Acoustic
observations were made at location number I from 1120 to 1420, July 20; location 2

from 1435, July 20, to 0855, July 21; and at location 3 from 1010 to 1410,

July ?I, and 2300, July 21, to 0900, July 22.
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FIgure I.I Transducer directivity pattern.

Figure i.2 Sketch showing transducer locations



ORIGINAL OCEAN BOTTOM

Figure I.b Arrangement at location 3 atop the intake structure,

bottom

5-fathom range

surface

Figure 1.4 Chart recording from location I, Redondo Beach, 1150-1210, July 20, 1976,
showing fish concentration near bottom and occasional schools near surface.

bottom

� 5-fathom range

surface

Figure 1,5 Chart recording from location I, Redondo Beach, 1410-1420, July 20, 1976,
showing concentration of f ish just above bottom.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Diel Variations in Fish Behavior
The initial recor dings taken at location ! showed high densities of fish

very close to the bottom and occasional smal I schools of f ish about 5 fathoms

 IO m! above the bottom  Figures 1.4 and 1.5!. Often we observed a periodic

increase in the vertical extent of The school, followed by a rapid disappearance,

as if the school were startled and moved away  Figure 1.5>. Dense concentrations

of shiner surfperch  C'ymatogaster aggrega0a! were observed around and above The

intake during this period. Other fish which were occasionally seen on the

television monitor included blacksmith  Chromos punotipittTiis!, pile sur fperch

 Dama iehth@S Vacua!, SenOrita  Ovi7juZtS CalifOrnt'Oa!, Gal i fornia Sheephead

 Pt.m~lometopon pulchmm!, kelp bass  Parahabryzx olatt72'ates!, rainbow surfperch

 8ypsurus oa~t.!, and jack mackerel  Trachizf.'zs spmmetmcus!. similar distri-

bution was observed throughout the afternoon at location 2. However, at dusk

CHART HO. 30-004 bottom

surface

ROSS LABORATORIES. INC,

bottomI I

--5

j surface

CHART BIO, 80-004 bottom

surface

Figure !.6 Chart recording from location 2, Redondo Beach, 1945-2040, July 20, 1976,
showing movement of fish to the bottom and appearance of scattered fish
targets in midwater.



the concentration of fish just above the bottom appeared to move down and
their acoustic echo mer ged with that of the bottom <Figure 1.6!. Subsequently,
scattered targets appear ed in midwater. The movement of fish to the bottorr
corresponds to previous cbser vations on the die l behavior of shiner surfperch,
i.e., active in the water column during daylight and quiescent on the bottom

at night.

Fish density was genera I I y I ow throughout the night with most tar gets
within 4 m of the bottom, In the middle of the night we observed a striking

change in the appearance of the targets <Figures 1.7 and 1.8!. The duration
that a single target remained in the acoustic beam began to increase dramatically
after 0150, with targets remaining virtually stationary, sometimes for over 10
minutes. After 0450 the durations decreased again, suggesting increased

activity as dawn approached,

At dawn, The scattered targets in midwater were replaced with scattered
schools. Then a layer of fish appeared to rise off the bottom  Figure 1.9!.
Shortly afterwards a second layer of fish appeared in midwater  Figure 1.10!.
This layer gradually merged with the layer on the bottom as the morning

progressed  Figure I.II!.

After 0600 sufficient natural light was available for fish observation

with the camera. Schools of blacksmith, shiner surfperch, and blue rockfish
 Sebastes rmrstivus! and occasional kelp bass and pile surfperch were seen over

the cap, but not extending out into the adjacent water column. By 0700 the
fish concentrations had spread out into the water around the Intake including a
large school of jack mackerel and most of the species which had been observed

the previous day.

Effects of Artificial Lighting
One of the objectives of the study was to determine whether the television

ca~era lights altered the behavior of the fish around the intake. An indication

of the effect of the lights was seen from the acoustic data at location 2 during

the first evening when the lights were turned on at 2045. The initial response

was a reduction in the number of targets, possibly as a result of the fish

moving toward the light  Figure 1.12!. Subsequently, the concentration built up

to considerab y more than the prelight levels. The targets dispersed immediately

when the lights wore turned off, Several experiments were conducted the next

night with the transducer mounted alongside the television camera, The response

of the fish to the lights was dramatic  Figure 1.!3!.
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ROSS LABORATORlES. INC.

looking horizontal
up west

looking horizontal
UP east

downward

aver edge

Figure l.l5 Chart recording of various orientations of the transducer at location 3
on TV camera frame, l335-1400, July 21, I976.

Gener al ly, the density of targets was very low during darkness, but many
tar gets were rapidly attracted to the I ights. Only a few f ish could be seen
with the camera, and most indi vidua I s remained visible for such a shor t time
that they -oui d not be i denti f i ed. Those which were i denti f ied were topsme I t
 AShanit7ops z�'finis!. The f i sh rapidly d'spersed when the I ights were turned
of-f

At dawn, f i sh began to school in midwater around the intake. The camera
I ights were turned on ard off several times, causing a strong reaction of the
school even though the ambient light was suff-icient for school formation  F'gure
1.14!. Shiner surfperch and senorita were identified on the te'evision mon tor

during this time.

Extent of Fish Concentrations around Intake
Large number s of f i sh wer e obser ved w I th the te I evi s i on camera ar ound

the intake dur ing the day. However, since optical systems have very short range
under water, the extent of. the concentrations cou I d not be determined. Acoust i c
recordings were made in various directions with the transducer monitored on the
TV camera rame  Figure I. I 5>. It is apparent that the fish were closely
a sociated with the intake. The concentration extended only 5-10 ft above tha
camera level, and a similar distance from The top of the intake horizontally.
In other directions, the acoustic range was limited by reflections from the cap
structure. The acoustic observations of the extent of fish concentrations around
the intake wore verified by divers with SCLJBA. The divers surveyed along
transects which radiated oui from the intake and observed the most fisl. noai the

intake and over the rip-ap.



CONCLUSIONS

Several advantages of acoustic techniques were apparent from this tudy,

The sampling power allowed detailed observations of fish behavior over a diel

cycle. Only one i ransducer was used in this study; it was moved to variou.'

locations. However, transducer arrays could be used to provide synoptic data

from various locations. The acoustic techn'ques can be applied without disturbing

the environment. In this study, the artificial light for ihe television camera

was shown to affect the fish behavior. Similarly, d'ver observations may affect

fish behavior, and capture techniques may impact the fish populations in the

limited areas associated with intake studies. Acoustic systems, unlike op 'ical

systems, are not limited by turbidity or darkness. This is important ln power

plant investigations, since lack of visibii'ty is probably a factor in entrapment.

Analysis for this study was limited to examination of the echograms,

which are a gross indicator of abundance. However, acousiic techniques for

absolute quaniification of fish abundance are available and in most cases are

more accurate than alter nate techniques  Thorne 1977; Saviile 1977!.

The major disadvantage of acoustic techniques is ihe lack of di rect

species identification. Thus, complementary techniques are usually necessary.

The development of an optimal combination of techniques is a primary objective

of current investigations supported by Southern California Edison.
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THE EFFECTS OF THERMAL DISCHARGE

ON FISH DISTRIBUTION AND
ABUNDANCE IN THE VICINITY OF THE

SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING
STATION
G. Thomas
R. Thorne

4'. Ac.Ver

ABSTRACT
The distribution and relative abundance of fish in the water column was

investigated prior to, during, and after a shutdown of the San Onofre  Cal.!

Nuclear Generating Station. Seven series of acoustic surveys were conducted

along transect grids centered at the outfai! from tal! 1976 to summer 1977.

Data on fish abundance were collected with a hydroacoustic system; water temper-

ature e data were collected simultaneously using towed temperature sensors; and

acoustic fish target- were sampled for species identification using a commercial

lampara seiner. The relative fish abundance in the vicinity of San Onofre

changed substantially throughout the study period; it was high in the spring

and summer and low in the fall and winter, suggesting the expected seasonal

pattern in nearshore fish density. However the change in fish density also

directly corresponded to the shutdown and resumption of the thermal discharge

 =12 C above ambient!. The fact that the decrease in fish density in October

1976 occurred with the cessation of thermal effluent discharge and nol with the

seasonal decrease in ambient seawater temperature suggested that fish may have

been attracted to the thermal effluent, Since ambient temperature ,eawater

effluent was still beinq discharged during October 1976, the result, support

the hypothesis that the thermal component of the discharge ef'fIuent attracted

fish . The 1 ampara net samp I es suggested that changes in fish density were due

to the movement of nor them anchovy, queenfish, and white croaker into and out

of the study area.
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INTRODUCTION
The San Onotre Nuclear Gener ating Station  SONGS!  Fi gur e 2. I ! i = owned

and operated by the Southern Cal i for nia Edison Company and the San l3iego Gas
and Electr ic Company. The Station presently has a single reactor  =430 MWe
output!, and two more reactor s are under construction  =2170 MWe added output!.
As a condition to granting the construction permit, the Cal ifornia Coastal Zor
Conser vat ion Corrmi ssion requir ed that envir onmental impact studies be conducted
offshore of San Onofre. The Corrrnission established the Marine Review Committee
to control and implement programs designed to fulfill the Commission's requir'e-
m«nts.

At the Committee's request, the University of Washington conducted a
systematic study of the fish distribution and seawater temperatures in the vicinity
of San Onofre prior to, during, and after a scheduled shutdown of SONGS for
refueling. During SONGS operations, the discharge is continuous over a 24-hour
per iod, wi th a temper ature of approximate ly 12 C above ambient

The objective of this study was to provide a data base for assessinri The
«fi«ct of the thermal dischar ge of SONGS Unit I, and for predicting the effects
o  SONGS Units 2 and 3 discharge, on the f ish distribution around San Onofre.
This wor k involved three phases, The first was to determine the overall distr-i-
bution oF the fish in the area, and whether this distribution was associated
with such envi ronrr!ental factors as isobath inearshore-of fshore!, substrate  h ~r d
or-: of t bottom!, or time per iod  diel, dai ly, and seasonal ! . This phase wus
accompl ished thr ough acoustic surveys. The second part involved t' he use of
simultaneous acoustic-temper ature measurements to estab l ish whether the fish
distribution displayed associations with water temperature. The third part was
to deter mine the species composition in the study by subsampling the ob er ved
«coustic targets w'th a 1ampara seine and thereby assess the distribution and
relative abundance of fish in the water column.
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METHODS

Data Acquisition Equipment
The hydroacoustic system has been described by Nunnallee �970!. Briefly,

the system has a chart recorder to provide output in real time  echograms!, and
an interface amplifier and magnetic tape recorder to allow data to be stored
Ialer analysis. The eche sounder was a modif-ied Ross 200 A with a sour ce leve!
of about 113 dB  re I ubar at I m!. The pulse width and receiver sensitivily of
the echo sounder were adjustable and were set to optimize fish echoes of the 80NGS
site.

The temperature measuring system was a modified version of a system
devel oped by the Applied Physics Laboratory to measure temperature versus depths
In this study, data were gathered from temperature and pressure sensors and time-

/
multiplexed thr-ough a I/4-In. tow cable for digital recording on a cassette tape
recorder . One pre sure   depth ! and three temperatures were measured at a rate

C
2.5 complete samples per second. The temperature resolution was 0.1

pressure sen-or and one temperature sensor were mounted in a V-fin  similar to
The one used for the acoustic transducer ! that was towed from a wooden beam
protruding fr om the port side of the ship. The V-fin was towed at a depth of 5 m,
with the ot'her two temperature sensors placed at 3 m and I m.

Survey Technique
Acoustic and temperature data were collected continuously along line

transect qrids with he 50-ft charter boat H~stlex . The tr ansect grid design

were varied somewhat 'n these surveys because of pier construction and to increase

replication. However, 3

10-m isobaths for compar

-mile transects were always conducted along the 7-m and
ison purposes between survey periods. The boat'" radar

was used to navigate and locate the start and end of each transect. Fiqure 2.2
shows the sampling design with transects of equal distance �,5 miles! rur. along
isobaths on each side of the discharge area. Eventually, transects at 5-m, 15-m,
and 20-m I' obaths were added to provide more thor ough coverage of the area, with

The acoustic transducer had a nominal full angle beam width of 26o at the
6- lB level  referenced to the acoustic axis!. This transducer was placed in
Braincon-type 438, .3-m V-fin, which was tawed with hair-faired, externally armored
coax'al cable  Amergraph-type 2j35-RC!. The V-fin was towed from a wooden beam
protrur'ing from the ship's bow to minimize ship avoidance by near-surface fish.
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.75 rni

,50 rni

I mi .5 mi1.5 mi 0 .5 mi I mi 1,5 rni

emphasis on the isobaths near the discharge. Boat speed was maintained at 8 knots
+ I knot for current and/or wind. Operations were occasionally cancelled due to

inclement weather.

Acoustic data were collected in greater detail along a series of short

transects run through the outfall area on 2 May 1977; 12 transects were run

parallel to shore and 12 perpendicular to shore. Those parallel to shore were
run from the pier to 300 m northwest of the outfall. The transects perpendicular
to shore were run 300 m in an otfshore direction from the outfali. In these

series The boat speed was reduced to 4 knots to provide greater detail on fish

distribution.

The Iampara boat C4~p of 0<emat-d8 was chartered by Tetra Tech inc. ln

order to provide net samples of acoustic targets.

Figure 2.2 Location of acoustic sampiing in the vicinity of SONGS.

.25 mi

.25 mi

,25 mi
l.



IV

Data Analysis Procedures
The acoustic data were analyzed with digital echo integration syslem

using a PDP ll/45 computer  Thorne, l977!. This system measures and InIegrates
the relative acoustic intensity over preset time and depth interva I . Gensity

values were ca culated from the acoust'c integration by assuming a target str ngth

of -33 dB/kg. The average temperature   P!, at I m and at 5 m, and the average

fish density  g/m of surface area! were computed at I-minute intervals along

each transect. All unusual temperature and depth values on the computer output

were crosschecked with field notes taken during the original measurements, and

erroneous values were deleted. AII unusual acoust'c values were crosscnecked

with the echograms, and those due to kelp, surface turbulence, etc.. were edited aud
Because the acoust'c measurements of fish density were continuous through

the study area, determination of far field and near field effects was possibles
I ir field effects were limited to an area that extended approximately twice the

distance of the I F thermal plume created by the SONGS Unit I discharge of heated
water or I.5 miles up or. down coast of the discharge  Marine Advisors, Inc,, 1969!
N~ ai field effects were deter mined by examining the fish density measuremen s in
50 m sections of ihe transec0s passing through the SONGS Unit ! discharge area.

The data were categorized into the following: I! pre-shutdown, thermal
effluent discharge; 2! circulation only, discharge of ambient temperature sea-
water; 3! shutdown, no discharge; and 4> post-shutdown, thermal effluent discharge.

RESULTS

Far Field Acoustic Observations
Between September 1976 and J une l 977, 27 day I i ght and IO n i rihtt mme

icoustic sur veys were conducted dur ing the discharge of heated efflue»  S»emb«
May, ani June!; I3 dayl ight and 5 nighttime surveys were conducted dur inc water
c i rcu I at ion on I y, w i thout therma I ef f I uent  October, Januar y, and Feb«ar Y >
and 3 dayl ight ar.d I nighttime sur vey were conducted when SONGS Unit I was

comp etely shutdown  March!.

Les s~x<reme patchiness in ihe fish distribution was often observed,

patchiness was observed during nighttime surveys, but the harzardous discharge
area precluded a large ' urvey effort at night. The major analysis was of who
fish densit'y measur-emenls collected du'ring daylight surveys
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TABLE I. The mean, median, mode, kurtosis, skewness, and variance of fish density values  g/m ! from2

the seven acoustic surveys ai San Onofre.

Mean

19. 430

Date Median Mode Kurtosis

96,222

238,556

97.177

121.471

54.981

464.800

86.709

Skewness Variance

771. 132

328.266

902.847

32.678

47.880

809.876

1081.321

5. 533September 1976

October 1976

10.001

4.190 0.057 13,124

4.327January 1977

February 1977

0.023 9. 374

1.579

1.859

4.617

9.596

0. 154 9. 551

March 1977 0.029

0.484

1.242

6.673

19 .650

8.35!

May 1977

J une 1977

Seasonal or operational effects

The fish density ln the vicin'ty of San Onofre changed substantially

throughout the study period. The highest fish densities were observed in

September, May, and June, when therma eff ! uent was bei ng d ischarged from SONGS

The measurements of fish density were combined for al I seven survey

periods and the mean, median, mode, kurtosis, skewness, and var iance were cal-

culated. The results are shown in Table

These statistics suggested that the distribution of fish density was non-

norma I . Ther efore, nonparametri c stat i sti cs and hypothes is test'ng techni ques

were employed in the description and analyses of the fish density measurements.

Although hypothesis te .ting with the means and medians gave similar results, the

median was used because it is a better distribution-free indicator of central

tendency  Siegel, 1956!,

Changes in fish density within a day, and between days for each survey

period, were examined by comparing the acoustic measurements made on replicate

transects. The result . of hypothesis testing were: within a day, the fish density

measured on the first transect was not diffeient from the second transect  cx =

0.05!; and the fish density measured during a day was not different from other

days of that survey peIiod  cr. = 0.05!. On our first survey, in September, the

density changed substantially between survey days but there were insufficient

data collected to test these hypotheses. The September survey was conducted at

the end of a period of upwelling  strong offshore winds> which were believed

to indirectly affect the fish distribution through shifting the near shore water

masses.



Unit I  Mann-Whitney U, c~ = O.OOI!. The fish densities obser ved were not highly

cor r elated with ambient water temperatur es; because re iati veiy low densities were

observed in October when the ambient water temperature was highest  Figure 2. !.

The f i sh dens i ty measurements made i n March, when the c i r cu I at i on of water tnrough

SONGS Unit I was shut down, were not di f ferent from the f ish density measured

dur ing the circulation-only periods ot October to February.

Diel effect

The fish density was higher at night during the January to May survey

periods. The periods when fish density was not higher at night were the surveys
of highest fish density  September and June!, and the October survey. These
results suggest that the diel effect may be influenced by season. The test
statistic values and their levels of significance are given in Table 2.

Substrate effect

The results of tests for difference in the density of fish over hard

and sott bottoms disp!ayed a trend similar to the results of the day/night

, �7!

68
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58

56

9 10 11 12

1976 MONTH 1977

X
0

I�

Lu 2

64 o
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K D

62 ~

Q X
60 Lu

2
Figure 2.3 Average fish density  g/m ! and water temperature for each dayi ight survey

trom September Ig76 through June Ig77.
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hypothes is test ing. The f i sh density was higher  c  = 0.05! over hard bottoms

between January and March and was not different during the other survey periods,
The test statisTics and their levels of significance al-e given in Table 3.

Current effect

TABLE 2. Values of the Wi icoxon matched pairs signed ranks test statistic  T! and their leva I of
significance for tests of hypotheses of fish density between day and night .

Decision
for H

Level of
significanceValue of TDate

September 1976 0.025 fail to accept
 day > night!

fall to reJect

fail to accept
 night > day!

fa'll to accept
<night > day!

24October 1976

January 1977 0.025

February 1977 0.025

12March 1977 0.01 fail to accept
 night > day!

May 1977

J une 1977

0.025 fail to accept
 night > day!

fail to reject114

TABLE 5. Values of the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed ranks test statistics  T! and their level of
significance for tests of hypotheses of fish density differences between hard and soft
substrafe.

Decision
for H�

Level of
significanceVa 1ue of TDate

2i fail to reject

far I to reJect

September 1976

October 1976

N.S.

fail to accept
 hard > soft!

0.025January 1977

february 1977 fail to accept
 hard > soft!

0. 025

0. 025March 1977 fail to accept
 hard > scft!

i75.5May 1977

June 1977

fai I to reJect

fai I to reject

N.S.

N.S,169

Transects run Through the discharge area were examine'd for far field

etfects on fish distribution  up to 1.5 miles north or south of discharge area!.

Aggregations of fish were observed to be associated with the downcurrent side of
the outfall area during periods of heated effluent discharge. These aggregations

were not always present during the circulation-only and shutdown operations of
SONGS Unit I. The average density of fish on the upcurrent and downcurrent side

of the outfall for each of the seven acoustic survey periods is presented in

Table 4,
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Near Field Acoustic Observations
Fish were aggregated in al I directions around the outfal I just outside

of the turbulent area during temperature ef f. Iuent discharge in May. The iar ge t

concentration of fish was observed downcurrent from the discharge  Figure
2.4!, The ! ower dens i ty of f i sh at the point of the di schar ge may have been Jue
to inab i I i ty to acousti ca I I y measure f ish because of the tur bul ence in tha, a-ea,
The concentration of fish was also shown to decrease in the offshore direction

from the discharge <Figure 2,5!. No transects were run toward shore from the

outfall because the waters became too shallow for safe operations.

Species Composition
Th i r ty-e i ght I ampar a net set s wer e made dur i ng the day between .I an ua rv

an d J une I 97/. Twenty sets were made duri ng the I ow- f i sh-dens i ty sur veys of
January and February, and eighteen sets dur ing the high-fish-density surveys of

June.

in the iampara seining during these two periods is presented in Table

Iampara net sets were also made near the outfall--two sets in each

survey during the January-February and June periods. The species composition
near the outfall for the January-February catch �8.7 kg! was 52'$ queenfish,

19K grunion, 154 white croaker, 8'4 walleye surfperch, 5$ white surfpercli and
spotfin croaker . The species composition for the June catch �9.8 kg! was

o9$ queenfish, 8$ California pompano, 7g white croaker, 7g spotfin croaker,

TABLE 4. Average f i sh density  g/m surface! upcurrent and downcurrent from the SOhlGS Unit I outfa I I2

during three operational phases.

upcurrentDowncurrentDatePhase

Circulation and
heated effluent

10.8127.449/76

5/77

6/77

1.912.08

4.867.76

0.94Circulation only 1.1610/76

1/77

2/77

2.891.63

0.641.90

3.803/77Shutdown 1.08

The species composition changed substantially between the high- and low-
fish-density surveys. The species composition, by weight, of the lampara catch
was dom'nated by jacksmelt and shiner perch in January-February, and by queenfish
and northern anchovy in June. The percentage of each species, by weight, caplured
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2.Figure 2.4 Average dens i ty of f i sh  g/m i upcurrent and downcurrent f rom the SONGS
Unit I outfall in Hay 1977.
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2Figure 2.5 Average fish density  g/m ! offshore from SONGS Unit l ois-
charge in Hay 1977.
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4'5 white seapearch, 3$ wal leye surfperch and 2C topsmelt. Bat r ay �4@7t b~tus

califo~ica! and those species representing less I.han I$ of the catch by weigl.t

are not inc uded in the species composition.

TABLE 5. The percentage and total weight of fish by speciles captured in lampara seining in January-
February and June survery periods. Incidental fish, representing less than I'$ of the catch,
are not listed.

Jan-Feb J une

Total
Weight, kg

Total
Weight, kgSpecies

J acksrre I t  Athevnopei s ca LiJ'ornieneie!

Shiner perch  Cyrrratogaeter aggregata!

Barracuda  Sy phyraena az gentea!

White sur fperch  Phanerodon funoatr<e!

Queenf i sh  Se~phue politr<s!

White croaker  Genyonsmus Zineatrrs!

California pompano  Pep@i!.Lue sirrriKTima!

Gr union  Leunsethee ten@is!

21155

6818

27

21

15164415

25 !15

35313

Topsme it  Athevinope affinis!

Walleye surfperch  Hypezpxoeopun avgenter<rrr!

Northern anchovy  Zngmr<lie rao~!

Chub mackerel  Scombex gaponiorrs!

282
aa 1193

a
present in catch, but not counted or weighed

DISCUSSION

Far Field Effect

 jacksmelt, grunion, topsmelt! and an embioticid  shiner perch! were dominant

�8,.! in the surveys of low acoustic density measurements. The simultaneous

occurrence cf these events suggested that either seasonality and/or the operations

SONGS i>nit I influenced changes in the fish community within The study area.

Seasonality undoubtedly explains some of the observed changes in fish

abundance and species coriposition. I-lowever, the observation that ambient water

temperature was not associated with fish density during October 1976 suqgests

other factors than just ieasonality. Since the changes in fish density observed

between the September and October survey corresponded to the cessation of � helmal

Northern anchovy and the sciaenids  queenfish and white croaker! were

dominant  86$! during 0he months of high acoustic density measurements. Atherinids
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effluent discharge, this suggests that the operations of SONGS Unit I may have

affected the fish density and composition.

Near Field Effect
The near field measurements made in May showed large f ish concentrations

downcurrent from the discharge of heated eff luent. Smal ler aggregations of fish

were also observed just upcurrent and offshore of the outfal I. The <ish abundance
data col lected during circulation-only periods suggest that some of +his f sh

concentration may be the result of the warmer water temperatures.

The species composition near the outfal I was different from the su "rounding
study area, Oueenf ish dominated the near f ield species composition whi le

northern anchovy or jack"meit were dominant in the far field. The dominance of
queenfish at the outfal I suggested that they may prefer the discharge location.
Large numbers of queenf i sh have al so been observed to aggregate near the outfa I I
at the Huntington Beach Generating Station  Marine Biological Consultants, Inc.,

1973!.

The dominar,ce of queenfish near the outfall increased from the January-

February to the May survey periods. This increase in queenfish at the outfall
may be a result of seasonality and/or the effects of SONGS operations.

The dominant species of fishes observed at the outfall were also those

reported to suffer the highest rates of entrapment in the SONGS intake  Tetra
Tech., Inc., unpublished, 1977!. The intake structure is appro.,imately 150 m

offshore from the discharge, which places it well inside the temperature plume

created by SONGS operations, Since the fish abundance and species composition

observed in this study suggest that the discharge of SONGS Unit I influences both
the fish density and distribution, and assuming that fish entrapment is density

dependent, it follows that the close proximity of. the intake to the discharge
may be a major factor influencing fish entrapment.
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